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ABSTRACT
In 1969, Thomas Schelling proposed one of the most cited
models in economics to explain how similar people (e.g. people with the Same race, education, comrnunity) group together in American neighborhoods. Interestingly, we observe that the analogies of this model indeed exist in numerous scenarios where CO-locatedpeople communicate via
their personal wireless devices in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) fashion. Schelling's model therefore can potentially serve as a
mobility model and offer a unique opportunity to efficiently
disseminate messages in mobile P2P networks. In this paper, we exploit the natural grouping and moving behavior
of humans presented by Schelling to expedite data dissemination in such networks. Particularly, we design a push
model for dense network areas to maximize data dissemination and a pull model for sparse network areas to utilize
network bandwidth and node energy efficiently. We ensure
that our scheme is lightweight since queries and responses
are automatically limited within groups of mobile nodes carried by similar people. Moreover, we avoid broadcast storms
by assigning each message a broadcast timer and applying
overhearing mechanism to reduce redundant transmissions.
Finally, our sirnulation results show that the proposed data
dissemination scheme improves the query hit ratio significantly while utilizing network bandwidth efficiently.

1. INTRODUCTION
An extremely large percentage of personal devices (e.g.
cell phones, PDAs, Zune) are now equipped with wireless
network interfaces. This Opens the door to a wide range
of decentralized and ubiquitous communications in which
personal wireless devices can collaboratively communicate
in P2P fashion. Content exchanges and data dissemination
in these P2P networks, therefore, become increasingly important and draws significant attention from the research
community [3, 12, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22). Previous studies on
data dissemination in wireless networks fall into two main
categories. The first category is for sparse and intermittently
connected networks where mobile nodes use a store-carryforward paradigm and only exchange messages once they
have physical contact. This model follows the idea of Delay Tolerant Networks [2, 11, 231 but provides no guarantees
about the quality such as coverage and delay of dissemination. The second category is for dense networks where
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Figure 1: In Schelling's original model, people always
move towards their similar neighborhoods
ests. Moreover, we avoid broadcast storms by assigning each
message a broadcast timer and applying overhearing mechanism to reduce redundant transmissions and collisions. Our
scheme also allows leaving and arriving nodes, who share
interest, to collaboratively answer queries and thus further
improve data accessibility. Finally, our simulation results
show that the proposed data dissemination scheme improves
the query hit ratio significantly while utilizing network bandwidth efficiently, avoiding broadcast storms, and minimizing
transmission collisions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
Schelling's original model, its properties, and representative
examples demonstrating the coexistence of Schelling's model
and wireless technologies. Then, we discuss system models
and system overview in Section 3. Next, we present our
basic data dissemination protocol in Section 4 and the improvements for this basic protocol in Section 5. Section 6
evaluates our scheme and protocols while Section 7 summarizes related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. SCHELLING BEHAVIOR

1

and stays. In Schelling's model, on the ways to t ir final
clusters, similar individuals form small clusters.
owever,
individuals at the boundary of these clusters may no be satisfied with their current mixed neighborhoods. Th s , they
tend to move towards bigger clusters where they ha e better
(similar) neighborhoods. When an individual at th boundary leaves, other inner individuals form the bound ry; this
again might cause them to leave. This process crea es small
"moving" clusters, which merge t o bigger clusters.
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2.2.3 Schelling Behavior

timescale (see Section 2.3)'.

For instance,
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held devices, while heading towards the same mall. Further,
Schelling's model originally focuses only on the ou come of
the grouping process (or the final clusters). Mean hile, we
observe that in the context of wireless technologies, not only
the outcome but also the grouping process itself C n be ex-

2.1 Schelling's Original Model
In 1969, Thomas Schelling, a Nobel-prize winner in economics, proposed one of the most cited models in economics
to explain how similar people (i.e. people with same race, education, community) group in American neighborhoods [17].
According to Schelling, the grouping is created by movements of individuals who want at least a certain portion of
similar neighbors. In other words, when a Person is unsatisfied with his neighborhood, he moves towards a place where
he has more similar neighbors. Such movements eventually
create clusters of similar individuals. Figure 1 shows the idea
of Schelling's model where a circle denotes an individual and
shading patterns represent different interests. In this example, Al moves towards its closest and similar neighbor, Az.
When everyone is satisfied with their neighborhoods, the
clustering reaches the stable equilibrium. In what follows,
we use the terms group and cluster interchangeably.

2.2 Analysis of Schelling's Model
In this section, we introduce two important properties of
the Schelling's model, which are later exploited by our protocols for improving data accessibility in mobile P2P networks.

2.2.1

Density of similar individuals increases inproximity of clusters

the analogies of the Schelling's original model.

2.3 Schelling Behavior & Wireless ~ e c ~ n o l o ~

I

There are many real world scenarios where mobil wireless
technology and Schelling behavior indeed CO-exist.
Our first scenario can be found in the comme cial sector. Let us consider a shopping street where custo ers cluster while arriving at their targeted shops. In this scenario,
wireless base stations at shops can broadcast pr duct advertisements, hot sales, discounts. Meanwhile, C istomers
are individuals in Schelling's model who walk to s ops and
can form groups (these groups of customers is m ving towards the shops as second property) to exchange t eir opinions, reviews, and comments about their mutually i terested
products via their wireless personal devices. The ensity of
customers gets maximum at the shops (the first p operty).
Our second scenario is a Campus life where plac such as
book stores, libraries, and class rooms are visited f equently
by university students. These places represent fin 1 clusters

1

This property directly foilows Schelling's original model
since individuals move towards their desired neighborhoods
and thus create clusters of similar individuals a t these neighborhoods. As a result, the density of similar individuals
increases significantly in proximity of these clusters.

2.2.2

Similar individuals form small "moving" clusters during their movements

According to Schelling, each individual always moves t o
his final cluster where he is satisfied with the neighborhood

Sections 4 and 5).

Point of Interest

Figure 2: Network model

Figure 3: System overview
mum a t these places (the first property).
Our third scenario is a social event such as an art exhibition or a music concert in the downtown area of a city. The
event "attracts" interested audiences and plays the role of a
final cluster in Schelling's model. Wireless base station at
the event can broadcast advertisements, content and showtimes of the event to arriving audiences. These audiences
can form groups and exchange their opinions and cornments
about the event via their personal wireless devices.
For a generalized presentation, we denote the shops, bookstores, and exhibitions in the above scenarios as Points of
Interest (PoIs). We believe these above examples represent a popular class of scenarios where these P o I s and mobile individuals essentially create mobile P2P networks and
Schelling behavior occurs. In these networks, disseminating
messages from P o I s t o mobile individuals and among mcbile individuals efficiently is challenging due to the dynamics
and diversity. In this paper, we present a data dissemination scheme to address this challenge. In what follows, we
use mobile individuals and mobile nodes interchangeably.

3.2 Data Model

follows a Zipf like distribution:
1
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3. SYSTEM MODEL AND OVERVIEW
In this section, we first present our network model and
data model. Then, we discuss our design objectives. Finally,
we present the ovewiew of our system.

3.1 Network Model
We focus on a hybrid mobile P2P network where each
Point of Interest ( P o l ) has a wireless base station and a
server which processes requests from mobile nodes. The base
station periodically broadcasts messages from the server to
the surrounding area of the P o l . We assume that Schelling
behavior occurs and its two properties hold. That means,
the network density at P o I s is very high and CO-located
nodes can group if they share mutual interests. Figiire 2
shows our network where Squares represent P o I s and circles are nodes whose arrows denote movement directions.
In Figure 2, different shading patterns represent different
interests. We assume that all wireless devices comrnunicate
via a cornmon channel using IEEE 802.11 or Bluetooth. All
mobile nodes have the Same transmission range and distance
between the two nodes within the transmission range can be
estimated by various techniques 191 or using G P S . Each mobile node n can communicate with the server via the base
station in the infrastructure mode and with other nodes in
the ad hoc mode. Although it can change interest any time,
a node n moves toward only one targeted P o l a t one time.
We assume there is a registration protocol that allows n to
choose its targeted P o l . For example, at the gateway of the

3.3 Design Objectives

3.4 System Overview

1

Message
Reachabilitv

F i g u r e 5: Mobile nodes can b e in one of t h e fou
New, Arriving, Staying, and Leaving.

4

in the entire network cooperatively disseminate m sages.

4.2 Mobile Node States
Point of Interest

@ Mobile Node ni

F i g u r e 4: T h e Message Reachability Zone of a Pol

Po1 (e.g. nodes n7 and n s ) and after it arrives at its targeted P o I , it stays (nodes n3, n4, n e ) , and then leaves (nodes
n9,nIo). To Cover the high density of nodes surrounding a
P o I , we use a push model where the P o l creates a Message
Reachability Zone by assigning each message m a Time-ToLive (TTL) value. This T T L specifies how many forwarding
actions nodes in Message Reachability Zone perform on m.
On receiving m, a node n computes a broadcast timer for
m. Later, when m's timer expires and n did not hear any
nodes broadcasting m , n re-broadcasts m. The timer is used
to avoid broadcast storms and it is re-estimated whenever n
overhears m being sent by other nodes. Outside the Message
Reachability Zone, due to the sparse network, mobile nodes
follow a pul1 model by sending queries to their neighbors
to save network bandwidth and energy. To further improve
data accessibility, similar nodes can automatically group and
communicate in ad hoc mode t o forward requests and answer queries. In the following sections, we present in detail
the System and protocol designs.

4. DATA DISSEMINATION PROTOCOL
We present the basic dissemination protocol in this section
and the improved protocol in Section 5.

protocols of mobile nodes at each state.

4.2.1 New Node

bandwidth, and reduce interference. A New node
transitions: 1 and 2. The former occurs when n s
a new interest and starts moving towards the new 01. The
latter occurs when n enters the M R Z of its current P o l and
changes state to drriving.

4.2.2 Arriving Node

4.1 Message Reachability Zone
According to the first property of Schelling behavior, density of similar nodes in proximity of a Po1 increases significantly. Thus, we use a push model to disseminate messages
to this dense area. Particularly, the base station periodically broadcasts messages and assigns a TTL value for each
message m. Receiving m, nodes in proximity of the P o l cc+
operatively rebroadcast m to create a Message Reachability
Zone. To be precise, "a Message Reachability Zone (MRZ)
of a P o l is an area covered by broadcasts of mobile nodes
arriving and staying at the Pol." According to this definition, the size of a M R Z is not fixed. Instead, it depends on
T T L values of the messages, transmission ranges and speeds
of relaying nodes (including d r r i v i n g and Staying nodes in
Section 4.2). Particularly, if m has a larger T T L or relaying
nodes have larger transmission ranges, the size of M R Z is
bigger. In contrast, if the relaying nodes have higher speed,
the size of the M R Z is smaller. Notice that n only rebroadcasts m if m's T T L is positive and anytime m is broadcast
or overheard (see Section 5.1.2), its T T L decreases by 1.
Figure 4 shows a M R Z with the solid curve boundary.
The above push model expedites messages for nodes inside
the M R Z . In the next section, we present how mobile nodes

and thus can detect the boundary of the M R Z .

tion of its targeted P o l .

4.2.3

Staying Node

1'

At Staying state, a node n is inside the transmission range
of the Pol's base station, its queries will be answered instantly by its local cache or the P o l . For example, node ns
in Figure 4 is a Staying node. A Staying node has two communication modes: infrastructiire and ad hoc. The former is
used to communicate with the P o l and other Staying nodes
while the latter is for communication with Arriving nodes.
Staying nodes can relay queries of Arriving or New nodes
to the P o l and responses/answers from the P o l back to
these nodes. Staying nodes also take part in creating MRZ
by rebroadcasting messages. Similar to Arriving nodes,
Staying nodes learn a rich Set of information from the base
station via periodic broadcasts. In Figure 5, a Staying node
can switch to Leaving state by transition 6. This occurs
when a node changes interest or leaves the network.

4.2.4 Leaving Node
When a Staying node switches interest or leaves the network (e.g. node ng in Figure 4), its state becomes Leaving.
In the first case, a Leaving node of one interest becomes
a New node of another interest. If n switches from the
Staying state to the Leaving state, it resets all T T L values
of messages in its cache. At the Same time, it stops relaying
queries/responses for nodes of its old interest. However, a
Leaving node n can answer queries (via ad hoc mode) for
coming nodes of its old interest (Section 5.2).

Algorithm 1 Query and Response
INPUT: a mobile node nl has a query q for a message m;
n.i: interest of n
OUTPUT: nl has a query hit or a query miss
BEGIN
if (m E nl's cache) t h e n
return query hit
else
if (nl is a Staying node) then
nl sends q to the Pol, which can answer q.
else
nl broadcasts q to its neighbors. Suppose n2 receives q.
if ((m E 7x2's cache)&(ni.i = n2.i)) then
if (7x2 is n1's one-hop neighbor) then
n2 returns the response message to nl directly
else
nz returns the response message to nl via an underlying routing protocol such as AODV or DSR.
end if
else
if ((n2.i = n1.i) & (n2 hasn't broadcast q)) then
nz broadcasts q on behalf of nl . The process repeats.
else
n2 discards the query q
end if
end if
end if
end if
nl waits for a timeout, if no answer then nl has a query miss
END

4.3 Limiting Query Scope
Because Schelling behavior exists in our network, the second property hold. That is, if co-located mobile nodes share
mutual interests, they can automatically form groups during
their movements towards the Pols. We exploit this property
to improve our query and response process. In particular,
when a node n i has a query for a message m , it performs
Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, whenever a node nz receives
q if ni and n2 have different interests, n2 will not forward q.

I

4.4 Cache Management

t

Due to its limited cache size, when a node n recei es message m , n performs the Algorithm 2 to keep most popular
messages in its cache.

Algorithm 2 Cache Replacement
INPUT: n receives m and m belongs to n's interest
OUTPUT: n finishes cache replacement
BEGIN
if (m E n's cache) then
n re-estimates m's broadcast timer as in the Algor thm 3
else
if (n's cache is full) then
if (all messages belong to n's current interest) tnen
ml = the least popular message in n's cache
if (ml is less popular than m) then
m replaces ml
else
n discards m
end if
else
//There are several messages of n's old interest
m replaces the least popular mess. of n's old interest
end if
else
n adds m into its cache
end if
end if
END

To improve the efficiency
in Section 4, we present the
context-switching.

5.1 Broadcast Storm Avoidance

5.I . 1 Broadcast Emer Estirnation
When an Arriving or Staying node n receives
m , n estimates rn's broadcast timer as follows:

I

message

i

In Equation 2, m.broadcastTimer denotes th value of
m's broadcast timer estimated by n. Notice that can later
be the broadcaster of m when m's timer expires. X is n's
transmission range and TimeUnit specifies the SC le of the
broadcast timer (e.g. seconds or minutes). The di tance between sender and n (i.e. Dist(sender, n)) can be timated
by various techniques (91 or using the G P S .
In Equation 2, if n l is the sender of m and 2, n3 are
receivers, and if Dist(n1, nn) < Dist(n1, n ~ )n3
,
ill assign

new interest P o l 2
the MRZ of Pol2.
F i g u r e 6: nl is t h e broadcaster, nz, n3 are receivers.
T h e most distant node, n3, will be t h e next broadcaster
a shorter broadcast timer to m. Then, n3 will broadcast m
prior to nz, resulting in a larger region covered by m in the
network. Figure 6 shows an example where n l is the original
broadcaster of m. n3 will be the next broadcaster because
it is farther from n l than n2.

6. EVALUATION

5.1.2 Overhearing Mechanism
Besides broadcast timer, we use the overhearing mechanism to avoid broadcast storms, reduce transmission collisions and interference. In particular, whenever a node n3
overhears or receives a message m, n3 performs the Algorithm 3. By applying this algorithrn, once n3 overhears m ,
it re-estimates m's broadcast timer and decreases m.TTL by
1. By re-estimating m's timer, n3 can minimize redundant
broadcasts, save node energy and reduce transmission collisions. By decreasing m.TTL by 1, n3 avoids updating m's
broadcast timer, especially when n3 is in a very dense area
and its neighbors broadcast m so frequently. In Figure 6,
when n3 broadcasts m , nz reestimates m's broadcast timer.

ate our data dissemination scheme.

6.1 Existence of Schelling Behavior

I

Manhattan grid model where P o I s are at the
of streets. A mobile node n in our simulation

A l g o r i t h m 3 Broadcast timer update
INPUT: n3 receives m via broadcast of nl. n3 and nl have the
Same interest
OUTPUT: n3 updates m's broadcast tirner.
BEGIN

tmp = D i s tT( nXi , n J ) '
if m $! n3's cache t h e n
m.broadcastTimer = tmp;
n3 adds m and applies cache replacernent in Section 4.4
else
if (m E na's cache) & (m.TTL > 0) then
m.broadcastTimer = tmp;
m.TTL = m.TTL-1;
else
n3 discards m;
end if
end if
END

Essentially, when leaving the old P o l , a node n can be a

New node of another interest or n leaves the network. At the
moment, n has a rich set of information about its old P o l ,
which can be used to improve query hit for coming nodes t o
n's old P o l . Let us consider the first case, n switches from
its old interest Pol1 to its new interest PoIz. When n gets
closer to P o l z , n learns more about Pol2 through its queries.
Thus, n's cache content changes gradually, with more and
more messages of Pol2 replacing messages of PoIl. This is
where the context-switching occurs. In our scheme, when
n switches interest to PoI2, although n stops broadcasting
messages of P o l , in its cache, n still answers queries from
coming nodes to P o l l whenever its cache has the answers.
The context-switching therefore depends on n's query for

Table 1: Network settings
I Fielri

I Valiie/lJnit

I

1

I Nurnber of Pols
16
I
I
I random [l.O,2.fl](rn/s)
Node speed
Area of simulation
I 1000x1000~m2~
[50,75,10O](m)
Node and Pol tran. range (TX)
random [IO,.., O](s)
Staying period at a P o l
Probability of changing interest (p) random [0.01,C.08]

Figure 7 shows node distribution in steady st&e. Each
shape in this figure denotes one interest, a bi
sents a P o l and a small shape is one mobil
a node changes to a new interest, its shape C
ingly. Figure 8 shows node distribution of

ties on the ways towards their mutual targeted
8 also shows that density of similar nodes gets
ther validate Schelling behavior in our simulation, we define
the notion of Interest Group as follows:

ttt+t.l+t

mc +r

+

+ + w ur u u

i

F i g u r e 9: Distance t o t h e P o l a n d t h e group si
plus sign (+) represents a mobile node

Figure 7: schelling behavior exists in steady state. ~i~
shapes are Pols and small shapes a r e mobile users

use the metrics defined in Table 3 to evaluate our
data dissemination scheme.

(2.

Each

Table 3: Definitions of Metrics
Name
Description/Unit(%)
Qiiery answered by local memory
Local Hit (Li)
Sirnilar Nodes Query answered by similar nodeq in the
I Hit (Si')
I neiehborhoods
I
I
"
, -,
Leaving Nodes Query answered by leaving nod
their context-switchings
Hit (L2)
Server Hit (S2) is contributed by (i) "Staying" nodes, wlio
directly access the' P o l ahd (ii) rriving"
and "New7'nodes throurh multi-;& relavs
Total Hit
I Li + S i L2 S 2
1 100 - Query Hit
Queiy Miss

I

F i g u r e 8: Schelling behavior for one interest
1. if (nl.i = n2.i) & InTransmissionRange(nl,n2)
then
InterestGroup(n1, n2)
InterestGroup(nl,n2) means n i and n2 are in one Interest Grouv and InTransmissionRanuerni
. - ,nz)
. -, means
n l and n2 are within transmission range of each other.

2. if InterestGroup(n1 ,n2) & InterestGroup(ni,n3) t h e n
Interest Group(n2 ,n3)
We then use this Interest Group definition to group similar
nodes and compute the group size. Figure 9 shows that when
a node n is closer to its Pol, its group size increases. This
confirms the first property of Schelling behavior. At farther
distances, group size varies from 5 to 20. This confirms that
mobile nodes can group into small clusters on the ways to
their targeted PoIs; thus, the second property of Schelling
behavior holds.
Table 2: Data Management Settings
I Field
I Value/Unit I
1 500
1 Number of messaaes created bv a P o l
Number of rnessages in one broadcast of Pol 50,75,100
50,75,100
Node memory size M (all nodes are equal)
TTL

1.2.3.4

Given the Schelling behavior, we simulate our data dissemination scheme with the settings in Table 2. Then, we

I

+ +

1

6.2 Evaluation of Data Dissemination

In our simulation, we vary B (see Equation I), no e transmission range T X , node memorY size M , numbe of messages in one broadcast of a P o l , TTL, and p to ev uate our
proposed data dissemination scheme. Notice tha we only
consider messages created by the PoIs.

6.2.1 M R Z and Context-switching

1

In Figure 10, the Message Reachabilzty Zone ( M RZ) and
context-switching improve the "Total Hit". Particularly, FigUre 10(a) shows that nodes inside the M R Z have a better
lLLocalHit" than that in Figure 10(b) because they are more
informed by the similar neighborhoods. Meanwhi e, lLLocal
Hit Similar Nodes Hit Leaving Nodes Hit" of nodes outside the M R Z is slightly less than that of nodes inside the
M R Z . This is because inside the M R Z , nodes have similar
cache content as they tend to store most popular inessages.
Thus, when a node fails to answer a request, it is likely its
neighboring nodes will fail. In contrast, nodes outside the
M R Z have more diverse cache content; thus leav ng nodes
can contribute more to the query hit of coming iiodes. In
Figure 10(a), the two curves "Local Hit Similar Iuodes Hit
Leaving Nodes Hit" and "Local Hit
Similar Nodes Hit"
look similar. This implies the context-switching ir not very
effective for nodes inside the MRZ because they can obtain
information from their neighbors or the PoIs.
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the "Total Hit" of nodes
inside the M R Z increases up t o 100% while tha of nodes
outside the M R Z is 64%. This is because nodes nside the
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F i g u r e 10: T h e M R Z a n d Context-switching improve t h e <<TotalHit" significantly (0 = 0 . 8 , ~ ~ ~ = 2 , 4 = 7 5 )
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F i g u r e 11: S y s t e m sensitivity

M R Z can get answers from the dense neighborhoods and
the PoIs. Meanwhile, communication of nodes outside the
M R Z is ad hoc in sparse areas. This also explains when T X
increases, the "Total Hit" of nodes inside the M R Z varies
slightly. Similarly, due to the sparse network, when T X increases the "Total Hit" of nodes outside the M R Z doesn't
change significantly. However, for the average query hit of
the entire network in Figure 10(c), the "Total Hit" increases
about 15% (to 87%). This is because when T X increases,
the M R Z becomes larger and thus more nodes are inside the
M R Z , which improves average query hit ratio. In conclusion, for nodes inside the M R Z , our scheme is robust with
respect to T X . The context-switching concept contributes
more for nodes outside the M R Z and for smaller T X .

oo

(C) B sensitivity (TTL = 2)

Ouery ~ iDelay
i (sewnds)

F i g u r e 12: Query Hit Delay
to the high availability of data within this area. In

6.2.2 Impact of Distance and Changing Interest
Figure l l ( a ) (with TX=75,M=75,TTL=2) shows that at
further distance to PoIs, query miss increases. This is expected because when a node n Comes closer to its P o l , n
observes higher data availability provided by similar nodes
in its neighborhood. Thus, n should have higher query hit
ratio. Figure l l ( b ) (with TX=75,M=75,0 = 0.8,TTL=2)
shows when the probability of changing interest increases,
query hit ratio of nodes inside the M R Z is stable due to the
rich set of information within the MRZ. Meanwhile, the
query hit ratio of nodes outside the M R Z decreases gradually due to the sparse network density. This confirms the
robustness of our scheme to p for nodes inside the MRZ.

6.2.3 Impact of 0 and Node Memory Size
Figure 1l(c) shows that inside the M R Z , increasing node
memory size (M) does not improve the query hit much due

6.2.4 Query Hit Delay and ~ontext-switching
To further evaluate context-switching concept a
matic grouping of mobile nodes, we define the "Q

-

Our scherne AVG query hit
PureFlccdingAVG query hit ---M--LirnRedFlccding AVG query hit ........
Our ccherne overhead . . X . PureFlooding overhead

AVG Hit (entire network) ........
Nodes inside the MRZ ..-.U,-...

0
3
T L Value

2

0

5

F i g u r e 13: TTL sensitivity and number of nodes inside
t h e MRZ (TX = 75, M = 75,e = 0.8)
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3
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TTL Value

F i g u r e 14: Our scheme improves significantly
query hit ratio while minimizing message overh

I

Delay" metric of our scheme for a node n as follows:

In Equation 3, t i is the time a t which n switches to a
new interest (and thus n starts moving towards the corresponding P o l ) . t2 is the time when n's first query for the
new interest gets a hit. Figure 12 (with TX=75,M=75,0 =
0.8,TTL=2) compares our scheme with a query-postponed
scheme where node n holds queries since n switches to a
new interest until n arrives a t the new P o l . At the P o l ,
n obtains 100% of query hit. In our simulation, "Query
Hit Delay" metric of query-postponed scheme can be estimated using distance from n's current position to its new
P o l , and the speed of n. Figure 12 shows that our scheme
obtains shorter delay (less than 170 (s)) for about 78% of
nodes. Meanwhile, the query-postponed scheme has a sudden change at 170 (s) since many nodes arrive at their new
P o I s after 170 (s). Particularly, in 170(s) a node can travel
from 170(m) to 340(m) and it gets into transmission range of
the new PoIs because a few P o l pairs in our simulation are
400(m) and one pair is 300(m) apart. This concludes that
our dissemination scheme obtains better access time for all
nodes, regardless their distances to their targeted PoIs.

6.2.5 T T L sensitiviv und Message Overhead
In Figure 13, when T T L increases, the "Total Hit" of
nodes inside the M R Z is stable. In contrast, "Total Hit"
of nodes outside the M R Z decreases because when T T L increases, the radius of the M R Z also increases (i.e. radius of
MRZ-TX . (TTL 1) ). Meanwhile, the node density is
independent of the M R Z and decreases at further distance
to the P o l . Thus, for a large M R Z , the node density a t its
edge is much lower than that of a small M R Z , resulting in
lower query hit of nodes outside this large MRZ. However,
for the entire network, the average (AVG) query hit is stable ( ~ 8 2 % because
)
larger T T L provides more nodes inside
the M R Z (-52% of nodes when T T L = 4). These nodes
have better data accessibility to their targeted PoIs. This
makes the AVG query hit for the entire network stable.
To further evaluate our scheme (TX=75,M=75,0=0.8),
we compare it with two other schemes: PureFlooding and
LimitedFlooding. These two schemes also rely on Schelling
behavior of the network but they have different data dissemination strategies. PureFlooding simpiy floods messages to the network. Queries are answered by node n itself
and nodes within n's transmission range. LimitedFlooding
uses T T L to limit flooding. However, it does not have

+

1

LimitedFlooding in terrns of average message over ead. In
particular, when T T L increases up to 4, each mob' e nodes
in our scheme sends less than 200 messages while he overhead of LimitedFlooding and PureFlooding are a out 600
and 10000, respectively. In conclusion, our propose scheme
improves significantly average query hit ratio while inimizing message overhead.

7. RELATED WORK

I

f

We first summarize previous studies on data disse ination
in wireless networks. Then, we discuss limitations o existing
mobility models currently used to evaluate data di emination schemes in mobile P2P networks.

7.1 Data Dissemination Strategies

blind broadcast causes broadcast storms and

The third topic-based (interest-based)
[3, 8, 231 where CO-locatedmobile Users o
mation if they share mutual interest on

density changes according to distance to P o l s as shown in
Schelling behavior. Understanding the big picture of the
network and the grouping behavior of Users is the key to
design an efficient data dissemination scheme.
Finally, geocasting is also a related data dissemination
technique, where the broadcast is determined by the physical
location of mobile nodes [6, 71. Whereas our scheme uses the
similar interests to expedite data dissemination.

works. Toward this end, our proposed data disse
scheme is novel and widely applicable.
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7.2 Mobility Models and Data Dissemination
Mobility is a crucial factor in designing data dissemination schemes for mobile P2P networks. Currently, almost
all existing data dissemination schemes are evaluated by either Random Way Point [5, 11, 18, 20, 211 or Group-based
(131 mobility model. However, these mobility models have
noticeable drawbacks. Obviously, Random Way Point Mobility model is unrealistic, especially in macroscopic scale,
due to its repetitive movement patterns. Meanwhile, Groupbased mobility model requires nodes to move in groups all
the times and never change to new groups or moves independently. Groupbased mobility model can be used in disaster/recovery, mission-critical scenarios where team members are required to collaborate in pre-configured groups.
However, for civilian scenarios and daily activities, a strong
grouping assumption may not hold. A recent work shows
that human movements are affected bv the needs of humans
to socialize or cooperate 1131. Thus, people who share mutual interest can group to exchange messages.
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8. CONCLUSION
In this Paper, we leverage the natural grouping and moving behaviors of humans presented in Schelling's model, to
design a novel data dissemination scheme for hybrid mobile
P2P networks. First, we introduce two important properties of this model: (1) density of similar individuais increases
in close proximity of clusters, and (2) on the ways to their
mutually targeted clusters, individuals can group into small
"moving" clusters. Then, we demonstrate various scenarios
in real world where the analogies of Schelling's model (i.e.
Schelling behavior) and wireless technologies indeed CO-exist
such as shopping streets, Campus life and social events. This
co-existence creates a unique opportunity to expedite data
dissemination in mobile P2P networks.
Therefore, we propose an efficient and lightweight data
dissemination scheme, which exploits Scheliing behavior to
provide timely data accessibility, especially for nodes inside
the Message Reachability Zone (MRZ). Relying on the first
property of Schelling's model, we design a push model by allowing nodes inside the M R Z to collaboratively rebroadcast
messages. In order to avoid broadcast storms, save node energy and reduce transmission collisions, we assign each message m a broadcast timer and apply overhearing mechanism
to re-estimate this timer. To exploit the second property, we
apply a pul1 model, in which nodes outside the M R Z broadcast queries to their similar neighbors and queries/responses
are automaticallv limited within the similar nodes, with no
group management protocol requirement. To further improve data accessibility, leaving and coming nodes collaborate to answer queries. Our simulation results show that the
proposed data dissemination scheme improves data accessibility significantly while minimizing network overhead.
In Summary, we believe wireless technology and Schelling
behavior CO-existin many scenarios and offer an ideal opportunity to expedite data dissemination in mobile P2P net-
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Combinations of mobile and ubiquitous computing are becoming increasingly present in our daily life.
Through the use of mobile devices embedded in the surrounding physical environment. Users can be
provided with transparent computing and communication seMces at all times and in all places. The
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(MobiQuitous 2008) will provide a fomm where practitioners and researchers coming from many
areas involved in ubiquitous solutions design and deployment will be able to interact and exchange
experiences needed to build successful ubiquitous systems. Areas addressed by the conference
include systems, applications. service-oriented computing. middleware. networking, agents. data
management and Services, all with special focus on mobility and ubiquitous computing.
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